EUROSOLAR writes Open Letter to Executive, Board and Shareholders of RWE

We appeal to you to help build a survivable and liveable future and avert any further damage to our heritage and future. This is the time to divest of coal and cooperate on building a healthy future for Germany and Europe – as leading examples of world best practice. Our global climate is tipping – bold action is needed to end the emission of greenhouse gas and rebuild our capacity to reduce it.

Two of our most precious resources are renewable energy and natural forests – healthy ecosystems and healthy energy resources that combine into elements of a sustainable future. We urge you to show your commitment to corporate responsibility by embarking on a path to enduring economic, social and environmental sustainability and get out of futureless investments. Recognize with leading companies worldwide the opportunity of new energy systems and the value of the 12,000 year old forest of Hambach, part of our heritage. Only 10% remain of its earlier glory – most of it have fallen victim to brown coal trip mining already.

Rescuing this remnant can be the signal for a great turn-around to embracing a full renewable energy economy for state, country and continent – and a broad reforestation and soil restoration campaign to rebuild the capacity to absorb excess greenhouse gas from the atmosphere.
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EUROSOLAR - the European Association for Renewable Energy has been working since 1988 for the rapid and complete replacement of nuclear and fossil energies by renewable energies. EUROSOLAR brings together expertise from politics, business, science and culture and aims at a broad mobilisation of social commitment from the local to the international level. As a non-profit association, EUROSOLAR offers all people the opportunity to participate in a socio-cultural movement for the realisation of this task of the century through their membership.
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